March 28, 2019
RE: Proposed Legislation on Small Cells
Dear Baltimore Planning Commission
Environmental Health Trust (EHT) is a nonprofit Think Tank and policy organization dedicated to identifying and
reducing environmental health hazards. EHT provides independent scientific research and advice on controllable
environmental hazards to local, state and national governments.1 Today, we write to advise you of scientific grounds
for major health and environmental concerns about the densification of 4G “small” cells and 5G technology.
5G is the new fifth generation technology poised to connect the “Internet of Things (IoT).” Although 5G phones are
not yet on the market, companies are rapidly building out a “5G ready” infrastructure by placing thousands of new
radiation-emitting wireless installations (so-called “small cells”) on street lights, utility poles and new poles located
directly in front of homes, schools, playgrounds and workplaces. The majority of “small cell” wireless installations
are actually transmitting current technology 3G and 4G. However the new structures will later be able to
accommodate 5G antenna which will encompass multiple spectrum bands, including low-band, mid-band and
millimeter wave.
There are numerous problems with the densification of cellular antennas, such as:
● Wireless installations would result in a significant aesthetic blight that will take away the character of
neighborhoods and wreak havoc on property values. Studies show property values drop up to 20% on
homes located near cell towers.2
● “Small cells” are not small; each installation would increase the height of the pole, could include up to
1,000 antennas simultaneously sending and receiving signals and a large equipment cabinet.
● The cellular antennas would emit microwave radiofrequency radiation, which is an environmental pollutant
known to cause cancer and other adverse health and environmental effects (e.g., on birds, bees, trees)
according to internationally recognized authoritative research, including studies conducted by the U.S.
National Toxicology Program, which is the nation’s premiere testing program.
● Antenna installations will impact the tree canopy due to necessary tree trimming and radiation effects.
In light of the scientific documentation showing harmful effects EHT writes today to:
● Share technical information explaining why more than 200 expert scientists are urging a moratorium3,4
on the 5G rollout until companies prove its safety.
For example, at the invitation of the Israel Institute for Advanced Study (IIAS) of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, EHT organized and chaired the 2017 Expert Forum on Wireless Radiation and Health, bringing together
scientists and engineers from more than ten high tech nations.
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Request that government officials support the implementation of wired systems using fiber optic cables to
connect premises. As explained in more detail below, wired systems are faster, cheaper and safer than
wireless systems.

5G: An Untested Application of a Technology Known to Harm Humans and Wildlife
Our society's dependence on wireless communication is rapidly expanding with the proliferation of cell phones,
home/office cordless phones, laptops, tablets, cell towers, virtual assistants, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, sensors, wearables
and medical devices. However, many people are surprised to learn that these devices and their radiation emissions
are not tested for long-term safety before they arrive on the market.5 Wireless devices generate two types of
electromagnetic fields (EMF): “microwave” or “radiofrequency electromagnetic (RF-EMF)” radiation (RFR) and
“extremely low frequency electromagnetic (ELF-EMF)” radiation. People are exposed to EMF from cell phones,
other wireless devices and within coverage areas of operating cellular and other wireless network antennas.
Peer reviewed research links EMF emissions to myriad adverse environmental and health effects. Environmental
effects include disruptions to reproduction, development, orientation and migration of animals,6 and damage to
plants and crops.7 Human health effects include impaired reproduction, increased incidence of brain cancer, DNA
breaks, oxidative stress and immune dysfunction, altered brain development, sleep changes, hyperactivity, and
memory and cognitive problems.8 Since the WHO/IARC classified EMF as a Group 2B Possible Carcinogen in
2011, the peer reviewed research connecting wireless exposure to cancer has significantly strengthened. For
example:
●

The 10 year $30 million National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences National Toxicology
Program’s (NTP) Studies of the Toxicology and Carcinogenicity of Cell Phone Radiation910 found that RFR
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was associated with “clear evidence” of cancer due to the increased malignant schwannomas found in
RFR-exposed male rats. The brain (glioma) cancers and tumors in the adrenal glands were also considered
evidence of an association with cancer. In addition, exposed animals had significantly more DNA damage,
heart damage and low birth weight.
The Ramazzini Institute published its findings that animals exposed to very low-level RFR developed the
same types of cancers as reported by the NTP.
Long-term research on humans who have used cell phones has found increased tumors—schwannomas and
glioblastomas—the same cell type as found in the NTP and Ramazzini Institute studies. Persons who
started using cell phones under age 20 had the highest risk.11
A 2015 Jacobs University study (replicating a 2010 study) found that weak cell phone signals significantly
promote the growth of tumors in mice, and that combining a toxic chemical exposure with RF more than
doubled the tumor response.12,13
“5G wireless telecommunications expansion: Public health and environmental implications,” is a research
review published in Environmental Research, which documents the range of adverse effects reported in the
published literature from cancer to bacteria growth changes to DNA damage and concludes that “a
moratorium on the deployment of 5G is warranted” and “the addition of this added high frequency 5G
radiation to an already complex mix of lower frequencies, will contribute to a negative public health
outcome both from both physical and mental health perspectives14.”

●

A study published in Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine “Impact of radiofrequency radiation on DNA
damage and antioxidants in peripheral blood lymphocytes of humans residing in the vicinity of mobile
phone base station” compared people living close and far from a cell antennas and found that people living
closer to cellular antennas had higher radiation levels in the homes and several significant changes in their
blood predictive of cancer development.”15

●

Another published review “Towards 5G communication systems: Are there health implications?” cites
research that shows higher frequencies can alter gene expression, promote cellular proliferation and
synthesis of proteins linked with oxidative stress, inflammatory and metabolic processes, could generate
ocular damages, affect neuro-muscular dynamics” concluding that “available findings seem sufficient to
demonstrate the existence of biomedical effects, to invoke the precautionary principle.16

Due to these findings, several scientists have published documentation that the weight of current peer reviewed
evidence supports the conclusion that radiofrequency radiation should be regarded as a human carcinogen.17,18,19
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Published research has found impacts on reproduction and brain development in addition to a myriad of other
adverse effects.20,21,22,23 Although renowned institutions, such as the Cleveland Clinic, advise men to keep phones
and wireless devices away from their reproductive organs, the public remains largely unaware.
5G would use today’s wireless frequencies while adding new, higher frequencies to transmit data at faster speeds.
These higher frequency millimeter waves uniquely penetrate the eyes and skin,24,20,21,22 and have been shown to
accelerate bacterial and viral cell growth.25 Millimeter waves were originally developed as a military weapon to
create the sensation that the skin is burning.26 Currently accepted standards are not sophisticated enough to measure
effects on sweat glands or quantify the risks of cumulative exposure.27,28Any future applications of these
technologies must consider the biological effect of cumulative exposures to these frequencies.
Children are more vulnerable.
Children’s skulls are thinner, their heads are smaller, and the radiation penetrates deeper into their brain. Research
has found that a child’s head’s absorption can be over two times greater, and absorption of the skull’s bone marrow
can be ten times greater, than adults.29,30 The American Academy of Pediatrics, which is the largest organization of
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U.S. pediatricians, has repeatedly written to the U.S. government documenting children’s vulnerabilities and
recommends reducing children’s and pregnant women’s exposure.31
The California Department of Health, the Connecticut Department of Health, many international health
organizations and medical associations, and more than 20 governments are recommending wireless exposure
reduction, especially for children.32
Several countries have allowable public exposure limits lower than ICNIRP levels with limits that are even more
protective for kindergartens, schools and hospitals. In addition, some governments’ regulatory actions include
banning cell phones or removing Wi-Fi and cell towers in or near schools.33 For example:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Belgium and France have banned the sale of cell phones designed for young children and made it illegal to
market cell phones to children less than 14 years of age.
France has banned cell phones in elementary and middle schools, and playgrounds.34
The Supreme Court of India upheld the High Court of the State of Rajasthan’s decision to remove all cell
towers from the vicinity of schools, hospitals and playgrounds because this radiation is “hazardous” and
causes cancer, brain tumour, digestive disorder and tachycardia.35
The Environment Minister of Italy has decreed to reduce as much as possible indoor exposure to both
ELF-EMF and RF-EMF.
Cyprus has banned Wi-Fi from kindergartens and elementary classrooms.
In Chile, the 2012 “Antenna Law” prohibits cell antennas/towers in “sensitive areas” such as “educational
institutions, nurseries, kindergartens, hospitals, clinics, nursing homes or other institutions of similar
nature.”36

Children will have a lifetime of exposure to wireless radiation; in order to protect their healthy future, public health
authorities must limit this exposure as much as possible.
The Public: Not Protected, Not Warned
In the United States, RFR radiation regulatory limits were set by the FCC more than two decades ago in 1996.
However the FCC limits are not safety standards. Although the EPA was actively researching this issue and tasked
to develop proper safety limits,37,38 the EPA was abruptly defunded in 1996 and the FCC adopted guidelines
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developed by industry-connected non-independent groups (ANSI/IEEE C95.1-1992, NCRP’s 1986 Report)39
Experts from U.S. government agencies (including the EPA and NIOSH) have repeatedly documented issues
concerning the inadequacy of these limits but their letters have gone unanswered.40,41 The EPA has clarified that the
FCC limits do not protect against effects from long-term low-level exposures.42 In 2008, the National Academy of
Sciences released a Report on research needs that included recommending research on the impacts to brain
development and exposures to children and pregnant women.43
In 2012, the Government Accountability Office issued a Report calling for RFR standards to be updated with current
research recommending that the FCC formally reassess the current RF energy exposure limit, including its effects on
human health, the costs and benefits associated with keeping the current limit, and the opinions of relevant health
and safety agencies, and change the limit if determined appropriate. In response to the 2012 GAO Report, the FCC
opened proceedings (ET Docket No. 13-84 Reassessment of FCC Radiofrequency Exposure Limits  and ET Docket
No. 03-137 Proposed Changes in the Commission’s Rules Regarding Human Exposure to Radiofrequency
Electromagnetic Fields)  to explore whether it should modify its radiofrequency exposure standards. The FCC also
noted, “we specifically seek comment as to whether our current limits are appropriate as they relate to device use by
children.” To date, the FCC has failed to act. Over 900 comments have been filed since the FCC opened these
dockets, but no US health agency has submitted any opinion or scientific documentation to either docket.
Due to the FCC’s inaction, the GAO has updated the status44 as “Closed - Not Implemented” with the comments,
“despite many years of consideration, FCC still has no specific plans to take any actions that would satisfy our
recommendations. Accordingly, we are closing the recommendations as not implemented.”
Moreover, recent cell phone radiation tests released by the French government found that nine out of ten cell phones
exceed regulatory limits for radiofrequency radiation when tested in body contact positions (simulating a phone in
pants pocket, bra or resting on chest). Despite this documentation, U.S. radiation limits have still not been revised.
To this date, there has been no public record of independent systematic review of the research by any U.S. health
agency in order to set proper safety standards. The current outdated regulations are inadequate to protect public
health.
Since 1997, insurance companies have refused to insure wireless companies and “electromagnetic field exclusions”
in insurance policies are an industry standard. EMFs are deemed as “high-risk” in insurance white papers, and EMFs
are defined as a “pollutant” by many insurance companies alongside smoke, chemicals and asbestos. Some
companies will only cover liability from EMFs under additional “Pollution Liability” policy enhancement coverage.
Some policies not only exclude damages from EMFs but also exclude paying for the defense of “any supervision,
instruction, recommendation, warning or advice given or which should have been given in connection with bodily
injury, property damage, abatement and/or mitigation etc.”
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Wireless companies warn their shareholders—in mandated annual 10k filings—that they may incur financial losses
from lawsuits related to EMF radiation emissions of their products. For example:
●

●

AT&T states, “We may incur significant expenses defending such suits or government charges and may be
required to pay amounts or otherwise change our operations in ways that could materially adversely affect
our operations or financial results.”
Crown Castle’s 2016 10-K ANNUAL REPORT, states that, “If radio frequency emissions from wireless
handsets or equipment on our wireless infrastructure are demonstrated to cause negative health effects,
potential future claims could adversely affect our operations, costs or revenues. The potential connection
between radio frequency emissions and certain negative health effects, including some forms of cancer, has
been the subject of substantial study by the scientific community in recent years. We cannot guarantee that
claims relating to radio frequency emissions will not arise in the future or that the results of such studies
will not be adverse to us...If a connection between radio frequency emissions and possible negative health
effects were established, our operations, costs, or revenues may be materially and adversely affected. We
currently do not maintain any significant insurance with respect to these matters.”

Most wireless companies—from AT&T to Nokia to T Mobile to Verizon Wireless—have issued similar warnings to
their shareholders.45
Will the Baltimore public also be warned of the risk?
Scientists Worldwide: Stop 5G
An increasing number of experts around the world are calling for a moratorium on 5G—due to the unprecedented
threat to public health and the environment—to stop the installation of radiation-emitting equipment placed within
meters of homes, playgrounds and schools.
●

●

●

In 2015, the International EMF Scientist Appeal, now signed by over 225 scientists from 41 nations, urging
the development of more protective guidelines for EMF (including RF-EMF), encouraging precautionary
measures, and calling for education of the public about health risks, particularly risks to children and fetal
development, was submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the Director-General of the
World Health Organization and U.N. Member Nations.46
In June 2017, EMF Scientists submitted Comments to the U.S. FCC, asking the FCC to critically consider
the potential impact of the 5th generation wireless infrastructure on the health and safety of the U.S.
population before proceeding to deploy this infrastructure.
In September 2017, I joined over 180 experts from 35 countries who sent a declaration to the European
Union calling for a moratorium on 5G until hazards have been fully investigated by independent scientists,
citing potential neurological impacts, infertility and cancer.47
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Scientists are warning that by ignoring growing scientific evidence of harm, action that fast tracks the ability to
deploy 5G technology will ensure the widespread exposure of thousands of Baltimore residents to serious health
threats.
Wireline networks can satisfy consumer demand for faster speeds and are more cost-effective, energy efficient, safe
and reliable.48
The tobacco and asbestos crises demonstrate that failing to act on public health hazards when they arise can lead to
irreversible damage later. EHT thus strongly opposes building out 5G infrastructure—which would place thousands
of new sources of microwave radiation emissions in close proximity to workers and families—at least until more
testing has been conducted. We join with hundreds of scientific experts from around the world49 to urge that
Baltimore instead support the installation of underground fiber optic cables all the way to premises. We also hope
that you will expand support for research and training in this field so that future decisions can be based on solid
information.
Sincerely,

Devra Davis, PhD, MPH
President, Environmental Health Trust
Fellow, American College of Epidemiology
Visiting Prof. Hebrew Univ. Hadassah Medical Center & Ondokuz Mayis Univ. Medical School
Associate Editor, Frontiers in Radiation and Health
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